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Wet self-propelled rods at high densities can exhibit a state of mesoscale

turbulence: a disordered lattice of vortices with chaotic dynamics and a

characteristic length scale. Such a state is commonly studied by a two-

dimensional continuum model. However, less is known about the dynamic

behaviour of self-propelled rods in three- or quasi-two- dimensions, which can

be found in biological systems, for example, during the formation of bacterial

aggregates and biofilms. In this study, we characterised the formation of multi-

layered islands in a monolayer of swarming cells using the rod-shaped bacteria

B. subtilis as a model system. We focused on how bacteria form multiple layers

and how the presence of stress affects the multiple layer formation. Following

our previous study where we reported that the initiation of the multilayer

formation can be accounted by the framework of motility-induced phase

separation (MIPS), this study analysed how this phase separation is impacted

by the presence of stress, specifically under the exposure to a gradient of

antibiotic. The analyses show that in the presence of an antibiotic gradient, the

multi-layer formation happens by a nucleation and growth of well-defined

multilayered clusters instead of by the uncontrolled emergence of the

multilayer, resembling the traditional thermodynamic processes of binodal

and spinodal decomposition respectively. Finally, the multilayer gives place

to waves of bacteria that can travel towards high concentrations of antibiotics

and that resemble travelling waves predicted by simulations of mixtures of

passive and active particles.
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Introduction

From flocks of birds to swarms of bacteria, spontaneous

emergence of orderedmotion in a collective of living organisms is

ubiquitous across many length scales (De Magistris and

Marenduzzo, 2015; Gompper et al., 2020; Ariel et al., 2022).

Intriguingly, these collective motions exhibit shared patterns of

spatio-temporal coherence (Vicsek and Zafeiris, 2012; De

Magistris and Marenduzzo, 2015), which implies the existence

of generic underlying principles of collective dynamics.

Elucidating the basis of such patterning is a key research topic

of active matter physics as it could advance our understanding of

social and multi-cellular phenomena, facilitate the development

of functionalized dynamic living materials (Lantada et al., 2022)

and reveal novel control designs for swarming robots (Navarro

and Matía, 2013). Bacteria are an attractive model system for

studying collective motion due to multiple reasons, including

their relatively easy use in experiments, their broad applications

in biomedical and biotechnological fields and their ability to

exhibit surprisingly complex social and multi-cellular behaviours

(Vicsek and Zafeiris, 2012; Be’er and Ariel, 2019; Peruani et al.,

2010). The last decades have seen a flourishing of biophysical

research on swarming bacteria, especially for well-studied model

organisms like E. coli and B. subtilis. For example, studies in

collective behaviour of swarming B. subtilis mono-layers have

found that bacteria move collectively in aligning clusters

undergoing large fluctuations in cell density over a period of a

few seconds (Zhang et al., 2010). The particular properties of this

collective motion depend strongly on the physical properties of

the swarm such as cell density, cell velocity and the aspect ratio of

the cells (Be’er et al., 2020; Grobas et al., 2020). One of interesting

theoretical frameworks in active matter physics is motility-

induced phase separation (MIPS) where a dense collection of

motile particles spontaneously form high-density and low-

motility clusters, surrounded by a low-density high-motility

phase (Barré et al., 2015; Gonnella et al., 2015). MIPS emerges

from feedback between the drop in motility at high density due to

physical interactions and the spontaneous accumulation of active

particles in the places where their speed is lower (Cates and

Tailleur, 2015). A similar phenomenon was recently reported in

bacterial collectives in which cells move slowly (0.5 μm/min) like

gliding Myxococcus xanthus and in expanding colonies of

Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Takatori and Mandadapu, 2020;

Copenhagen et al., 2021).

Formation of multilayered clusters is of biological and

biomedical importance because such clusters have been

suggested, although not yet proven, to play a key role in

collective antibiotic tolerance (Butler et al., 2010; Partridge

et al., 2018). Recent studies have displayed that jamming and

stress-induced formation of multi-layer clusters in a monolayer

B. subtilis swarming colony, eventually lead to biofilms (Grobas

et al., 2021; Worlitzer et al., 2022a). Through local perturbation

of cell density we have previously shown that this transition is

compatible with MIPS (Grobas et al., 2021). However, swarming

bacteria formed notably different multi-layer clusters in absence

of stressors, which pointed to a difference in the ways by which

multilayered clusters are formed and developed in presence and

absence of stress.

In this study we show, through a detailed characterization of

cluster formation, that swarming B. subtilis have indeed two

different mechanisms to transition from a monolayer to a

multilayer: one resembling nucleation and growth, where

small nuclei form and grow over time; the other through an

abrupt transition without defined boundaries between the two

phases, similar to a spinodal decomposition. The latter allows

bacteria to move towards regions of high antibiotic concentration

where cells form an immotile mono-layer. Our results point to

the importance of cell replication, a factor that is often omitted in

biophysical models, on the transition from single to multilayer.

Results

B. subtilis develops a multilayer through a
mechanism that resembles a phase
transition in binary fluids

To characterize how swarming B. subtilis can develop

multiple layers while still in the swarming state, we performed

swarming assay as described previously (Grobas et al., 2021).

Following a 2 h lag period, the single-layer swarming front

rapidly expanded at 4 mm/h and eventually covered the whole

9 cm Petri dish in ~ 5h (Supplementary Video S1). After this

expansion stage, dark spots of typical size ~ 0.001mm2,

indicating the regions of localized high cell density, emerged.

As reported previously (Grobas et al., 2021), these are multi-layer

regions of the swarm, which we henceforth refer to as islands

(Figure 1A). Islands are initially unstable and intermittently

appear and disappear, well separated from each other. New

islands seem to form at preferred locations (see section SI:

Fast time dynamics during island stabilization), which might

be related to substrate-attached cells in the swarm (Worlitzer

et al., 2022a). Larger islands then appear and form a percolating

network (Figure 1A), reminiscent of the phenomenology of

spinodal decomposition in binary fluids (Qiu et al., 2001).

This network progressively grows to a complete second layer.

The islands formation begins towards the core of the swarming

colony and at the petri-dish boundary. The islands then spread

from these locations until both sides converge at an intermediate

point within the dish (Supplementary Video S2).

The appearance of islands at the petri-dish boundary

suggests that they may result from local cell accumulation

induced by blocking the expansion of the swarm. To test

this possibility, we perform the swarming assay with a

physical barrier inserted in the agar to arrest the swarming

front (Figure 1B). Once the swarming front hits the barrier,
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islands emerge near the barrier. This happens much earlier than

the spontaneous emergence of islands at the swarm centre. This

result indicates that simply stopping the advance of the

swarming monolayer is sufficient to cause a localized

thickening in a swarming colony. This conclusion is also

consistent with our previous study with kanamycin (Grobas

et al., 2021). As the expansion of the swarming front stops due

to kanamycin, well-defined distinct islands first emerge within a

5 mm-wide band inside of the arrested swarming front. These

then grow with a strongly anisotropic pattern oriented

transversely to the front of the swarm until they finally

merge to form a localized second layer right behind the

front (Supplementary Video S3). This phenomenology is

clearly different from what is observed in the unperturbed

case (see also section SI: Fast time dynamics during island

stabilization) and is reminiscent of a binodal liquid-liquid phase

separation in a temperature gradient (Jiang et al., 2013)

(Supplementary Video S3), or to surfactant-driven phase

separation in suspensions of copolymers (Bartolini et al.,

2019). In our system, this might reflect a kanamycin-induced

speed gradient or a gradient in surface tension due to the

difference in surfactant production in the double-layered

region with respect to the dead lawn of bacteria close to the

kanamycin. These phenomenological differences in the mono-

to-multilayer transition with and without an externally

imposed stress, point to a possible generic mechanism that

bacterial swarms harness to react to environmental stresses like

antibiotics.

Nucleation of islands in absence of stress
resembles a spinodal decomposition
whereas it resembles nucleation and
growth in a kanamycin gradient

To quantitatively characterize the mono-to-multilayer

transitions, we follow in the steps of earlier studies of phase

separation in active particles, namely characterizing whether the

phase separation happens through spinodal decomposition or

nucleation and growth (Peruani et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2019; van

der Linden et al., 2019). During spinodal decomposition, the

phase separation happens simultaneously across the whole

system because there is no energy barrier that prevents the

growth of fluctuations (Papon et al., 2006). In contrast, during

nucleation and growth, the nucleated clusters have to overcome

an energy barrier (Papon et al., 2006). As a result, phase

separation by nucleation and growth is slower and has a

characteristic nucleation size (Berry et al., 2018). Putting this

in the context of bacterial swarms, it is worth noting that cell

replication is likely a non-negligible contributer since the time

window for the formation of a confluent second layer, 50 min, is

comparable to the doubling time of swarming B. subtilis (43 min)

FIGURE 1
Island formation in swarming B. subtilis in a confluent plate in absence of stress, in presence of a physical barrier and in a gradient of kanamycin.
(A,B,C) represent a timelapse of islands formation 5 min, 12 min and 24 min after the first island was observed in each condition. (A) Formation of
islands in absence of stress. The islands appear as small dark spots in the brightfield image that eventually merge and form large dark areas. (B) Island
formation in presence of a physical barrier where the wall was placed just at the right of the shown field of view. (C) Island formation in presence
of a gradient of kanamycin. The islands appear as well defined regions that grow in size transversely to the kanamycin disk, placed on the right of the
shown field of view. The arrows point at examples of the islands in each of the cases.
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(Jeckel et al., 2019). To understand the physical process of

bacterial mono-to-multi-layer transitions, we analyzed the

nucleation of islands over time in three conditions: no

antibiotic disk (blank); physical barrier (barrier); and

antibiotic disk (kan) (Figure 2).

For the analysis of blank disk condition, we focus on a

5.3 × 5.3 mm2 region of interest coming from plates with a

blank disk, a barrier, and a kanamycin disk. For the latter two,

we consider as ‘blank’ the regions at least 4 cm from the

stressor (either the barrier or the kanamycin disk). To

minimize the influence of the petri-dish boundary, the

regions of interest are chosen ~ 2cm away from the edge of

the Petri dish. The emergence of islands is first observed when

the swarm has nearly covered the whole dish by a crowded

monolayer of cells (surface coverage of the monolayer > 0.6).
Nucleation follows a clear two-stage dynamics. In the first

stage the nucleation, as measured by the number N(t) of

islands per unit area at time t (see Methods), increases

exponentially at a rate of 0.195 (0.013)min−1 (Figure 2A).

In this regime, small islands (typical size 0.002 mm2)

continuously appear and disappear (Figure 2A and inset).

As the nucleation increases, islands of progressively larger size

start to appear, and quickly merge into a multilayer network

intercalating the monolayer swarm. At this point, which

corresponds to the maximum in islands nucleation,

approximately 50% of the field of view is occupied by the

multilayer (orange dashed line in Figure 2A). The system then

enters the second stage, characterized by an exponential

decrease in the number of islands, with a rate of −0.1408

(0.0095)min−1. The proportion of surface covered by the

multilayer, ϕII(t), continues to grow but progressively

slower (Figure 2A). The surface covered by the second

layer is well fitted by a sigmoidal function as

ϕII t( ) � C

1 + e−k t−t0( ), (1)

FIGURE 2
Nucleation and nucleation size distributions for the islands in absence of stress, with a physical barrier and with a kanamycin gradient. (A,B,C)
describe the nucleation: and the proportion of surface covered by the multilayer, \phi_{II}(t) (in orange) over time for the three conditions studied,
taking the origin of times as the first observed island in the field of view. The fits drawn as gray lines in (A) and (B) are fits to exponential functions and
the numbers in gray are the exponent b of the exponential fit. For (C) the nucleation was fitted to three straight lines (two increasing and one
decreasing) and their slopes are: 0.0605(0.0064), 0.00841(0.0057) and −0.1127 (0.0099) mm−2. The histograms show the distribution of sizes of the
nucleated islands. The bin width for the blank and barrier cases are 0.0005 mm2 and for the kanamycin is 0.01 mm2. The inset in (A) represents the
distribution of the sizes for the 3 cases studied, the lines are the mean and the standard deviation.
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where C and t0 represent the maximum coverage and the time at

which the coverage is half maximum and k is the maximum

growth rate of the second layer, achieved for ϕII≪ 1. From the fit

we can obtain k = 0.2591 (0.0054)min−1. Comparing k with the

replication rate of swarming B. subtilis cells (0.06 min−1) (Jeckel

et al., 2019) we can see that the second layer grows faster than it

would do if the cause was only cell replication. This strongly

suggests that there is a mechanism beyond cell replication that

promotes the second layer formation.

For the analysis of the barrier condition, we select a

rectangular region of size 7 × 14.5 mm2 adjacent to the barrier

to avoid the contribution of islands from other regions of the

swarm. The increase in cell number is expected to be faster than

in the blank case, because the cell density increase can occur both

by cell replication and the local accumulation of cells due to the

physical barrier. As we can see in Figure 2B, the nucleation

follows a temporal evolution that is again well captured by an

exponential, albeit with a slightly worse agreement than in the

blank case (R2 = 0.96 for barrier vs 0.99 for blank) and a faster

decrease past the peak (−0.178 (0.011)min−1). The growth rate of

the second layer is k = 0.310 (0.025)min−1, higher than for the

blank case, suggesting that indeed cell accumulation from other

regions of the swarm contributes to the formation of the second

layer.

For the analysis of the kanamycin case, we consider a region

8.8 × 15 mm2 oriented such that islands grow nearly parallel to

the long side of the region of interest. The region considered is

≥ 0.7cm from the antibiotic disk, in a position which is

unaffected by islands coming in from the centre of the swarm.

Figure 2C reveals three main differences, at this level, between the

kanamycin case and the previous two. Firstly, the increase and

decrease in the number of islands per unit area is mostly linear,

rather than exponential. This implies that island nucleation is

overall significantly slower than in the barrier and blank cases. In

turn this leads to a peak in ϕII(t) that is significantly smaller than

in the previous cases (0.08 mm−2 vs. 0.2 mm−2 respectively for

blank and barrier). A lower nucleation suggests the need for a

larger stochastic fluctuation to generate new islands. Indeed, this

is reflected in the third main difference: the size distribution of

nucleated islands has a well defined peak at an area of 0.025 mm2,

more than an order of magnitude larger than the islands

nucleated in the blank and barrier cases (histograms in

Figure 2). The lower nucleation and the larger size of newly

nucleated islands determine the fact that, differently from the

previous cases, the multi-layered region increases at an

approximately steady rate. This expansion is mainly the

consequence of the growth of well-defined islands rather than

the coarsening of a percolating cluster as in the previous cases.

Interestingly, islands in the kanamycin case grow with a marked

anisotropy (see Figure 1A) along the spatial gradient of antibiotic.

The rate of coverage of the second layer 0.1056 (0.0037)min−1 is

also slower than for the previous two cases, in line with what we

observed for nucleation.

Altogether, the emergence and expansion of multilayer

regions of the swarm follow a distinct dynamics in the

kanamycin case compared to the other two. In the blank and

barrier cases, an extremely rapid increase in nucleation of small

islands leads to the formation of intercalating networks of mono-

and multi-layers. In the kanamycin case, instead, the multilayer

coverage is the result of slow nucleation and growth of large, well-

defined, coherent islands. It is well known that in equilibrium

phase separation the slower growth rate is characteristic of

nucleation and growth, where a few instabilities overcame the

energy barrier and can grow. Overall, we suggest that the two

contrasting phenomenologies we observe in the single-to-

multilayer transition should be understood as the equivalent

of spinodal and binodal phase separation. Indeed, the possibility

of both binodal-like and spinodal-like phase-separation has been

recently predicted for a relevant active matter model (Worlitzer

et al., 2021).

Fourier analysis identifies a characteristic
wavelength which does not evolve as an
increasing power law

The differences in the nucleation and expansion of a

multilayer swarm between the blank and barrier case on one

side and the kanamycin case on the other, and their similarities

with spinodal and binodal decompositions, made us wonder

whether these two distinct cases would be compatible with

properties intrinsic to the structure of phase transitions in

equilibrium thermodynamics. For example, a hallmark of

spinodal decomposition is a well-defined length scale of the

phase-separated domains that increases with time as a power

law as the domains grow self-similarly (Chaikin and Lubensky,

1995; Bray, 2002). This characterization has proven useful for

Myxococcus xanthus fruiting body formation (Liu et al., 2019).

Myxococcus xanthus can form fruiting bodies through a spinodal

decomposition for high inoculation densities and through

nucleation and growth for lower inoculation densities,

following in both cases a power law increase in their

characteristic wavelengths. In a similar way it might be

possible to observe a well-defined initial wavelength in the

dynamic phase transition from single to multi-layer, possibly

distinct for the spinodal-like and binodal-like cases.

To estimate the characteristic wavelengths of the multilayer

transition we analyze the structure factor -or power spectrum-of

the recorded images. In particular we focus on the direction

perpendicular to that corresponding to island elongation in the

kanamycin case. We refer to this as the y direction. We therefore

choose the kx = 0 component of the power spectrum in the

kanamycin case and for consistency we do the same for the barrier

and blank cases. We fit this component to a sum of two Gaussians,

extracting the characteristic wavelength as the inverse of the

wavenumber at the peak of the fit of one of the Gaussians
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(Figures 3A–C). In the blank case, the structure factor gives a weak

peak for times earlier than 15min (Figure 3A), probably due to the

absence of any stable nucleated islands, which usually appear for

times around 14 min (Figure 2A). Between 15 and 30 min there is

a periodic pattern given by the formation of well separated islands

(Figure 1C) that then decays for later times probably due to the

merging of the islands. The classical theory of coarsening predicts

that the microstructure of a two-phase system will evolve to be

self-similar, or time independent when scaled by a suitable time-

dependent length (Sun et al., 2018). To assess whether this is the

case in our experiments, we rescale the structure factor and the

wavenumber by their value at the peak.

Figure 3A inset shows that the blank case evolves in a self-similar

manner only for a restricted period of time (notably between 20 and

40min). This differs from the barrier case, where the structure factor

appears to be self-similar already for times around 10min and for the

whole duration of the island formation and coarsening process until

the confluent second layer is formed (Figure 2B inset). For kanamycin,

the structure factor is tight around awell defined peak (Figure 3C) and

the rescaling shows clear self-similarity in the process (Figure 3C

inset). This can be seen also by calculating the average width of the

Gaussian peak (σy), which is notably smaller for the kan case than the

other two (Figure 3D). In both the blank and barrier cases, the average

width of the structure factor decreases with time indicating a trend

FIGURE 3
Structure factors and evolution of the characteristic wavelengths during island formation for the blank, barrier and kanamycin. (A,B) and (C)
show the y component of the structure factors during island formation. The lines are fits to a sum of two gaussians from one of which the
characteristic wavenumber of the peak is obtained. The colorcode represents the time in minutes, indicated in the legend of panel (C). The insets
represent the structure factors rescaled by their peak plotted against the wavenumber rescaled by the wavenumber at the peak. For clarity, we
just plotted a single experiment. (D)Mean width of the Gaussian (σ) and standard deviation across the experiments (shaded region) for the structure
factors in the blank, barrier and kanamycin cases. (E), (F) and (G) display the characteristic wavelengths λy calculated as the inverse of the peak’s
wavenumbers over time. The points represent the mean of 20 and 5 samples for blank, barrier and kan respectively, and the bars the standard
deviation of the mean. The continuous lines are fits to power laws whose exponents are written on the figure. (H) Distribution of all the calculated
wavelengths obtained from the Gaussian fits. The long horizontal lines indicate the mean of the distribution and the short lines their standard
deviation.
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towards more defined patterns, until eventually growing again as a

result of merging between islands. From the Gaussian fits we then

extract the characteristic wavelengths (λy) for the three processes,

corresponding to the wavenumber at the peak of the structure factors.

For a standard spinodal decomposition, thiswavelength is predicted to

increase with time as a power law when the number of particles is

conserved (Chaikin and Lubensky, 1995; Bray, 2002), something that

is not borne out of our measurements. In both the blank and the

barrier cases, the characteristic wavelength appears to decrease with

time, at least initially, with a weak power law [blank: 0.551 (0.045);

barrier: 0.53 (0.13); kanamycin: 0.652 (0.048)] (Figures 3E,F). This

initial reduction of the characteristic length scale has been predicted by

the so-called “domain insertion model” as a consequence of the non-

conserved number of units within the system (Kyu and Lee, 1996).

During a phase transition with increasing number of particles, if the

nucleation of newer domains is faster than the phase separation

process the new domains created in the inter-cluster regions lead to

smaller inter-domain distances (Kyu and Lee, 1996). Indeed, as

discussed in the previous section, the nucleation of new islands

increases initially in all three cases (Figure 2) and is therefore

expected to lead to shorter observed wavelengths. However, a

change in trend can be observed in the latter part of the process

especially for the kanamycin case whose characteristic wavelength

increases with an exponent of 0.320 (0.034) for more than 30min

(Figure 3G). This change suggests that at the beginning, whilst the

surface coverage of the multi-layer swarm is sufficiently low, the

characteristic wavelength is selected by the nucleation of new islands

and that the growth of existing islands takes over at later times, until

eventually the whole field of view is multi-layered. We note that,

despite the differences in the characteristic wavelength dynamics for

the blank, barrier and kanamycin cases, the average wavelength of the

system is nearly the same (Figure 3H). However, the distribution of

average wavelengths is significantly narrower in the kanamycin case

compared to the blank one, with the barrier distribution intermediate

between the two (Figure 3H).

The results of the Fourier analysis suggest that the phase

transition dynamics resembles “domain insertion model” for the

blank and the barrier cases. In the kanamycin case, there is a

turning point that indicates the end of the period dominated by

nucleation and the start of a long ~ 30min period dominated by

the growth of the islands, shorter in the other two cases. To better

determine the differences in the properties of the islands during

the phase separation, we therefore characterized the evolution of

the swarm during the nucleation process and how the islands

change in size and shape over time.

The phase transition resembles cluster
formation characteristic of motility-
induced phase separation

As observed in Figure 1, the islands’ size and shape are very

different in the barrier and blank cases compared to the

kanamycin one. Despite these differences, we wondered

whether the growth of individual islands in time could prove

to have a similar character. For a bacterial system like ours, which

has been modelled in the past like a monolayer of active particles,

domain growth is expected to follow a power law, as prescribed

by the Cahn-Hilliard model for a phase-separating binary fluid

(Papon et al., 2006; Gonnella et al., 2015).

Figure 4A shows the evolution of the islands’ size distribution

over time for the three cases. The initial average size for

kanamycin (0.0247 (0.0034)mm2) is clearly different from

either the blank or barrier case (0.0031 (0.0060)mm2 and

0.0020 mm2 respectively). The change in size can be described

heuristically by a linear combination of a power law and an

exponential:

〈s〉 � Atd + Cert. (2)

In the kanamycin case, the initial increase of the average island size

is indeed well described by a simple power law 〈s〉∝ td, with a

power d = 0.664 (0.024) which agrees well with the value of

0.67 reported for the equivalent phase of clustering Janus

particles in (van der Linden et al., 2019). This stage represents

the growth of individual islands and it appears to follow a dynamics

similar to what has been reported for clustering of active colloidal

particles. In case of Janus particles, the next phase is characterized

by a slowing down of the coarsening when most particles have

aggregated (regime II in Figure 2A in (van der Linden et al., 2019)).

In our case, however, this slowing down does not happen. On the

contrary, we observe a rapid acceleration with 〈s〉 increasing

exponentially in time (rate r = 0.249 (0.018)min−1). We attribute

this to the continuous increase in the number of bacteria which

ultimately leads to the complete coverage of the field of view by the

multilayer. New bacteria must come from a combination of

replication and flow from other regions of the swarm. In the

blank case, we do not observe a significant increase in the

average island size until 5min after the first island appears. As

we have seen, during this period new islands continuously appear

and disappear with no significant coarsening. Indeed the blank case

lacks a power-law phase and is well fitted by a simple exponential.

As time progresses, islands nucleation increases exponentially, the

average separation between islands decreases rapidly until they start

to merge (Supplementary Video S2), resulting in a sudden increase

in the average islands size (rate r = 0.348 (0.015)min−1). Finally, in

the barrier case, the average island size also displays a two-stages

evolution. The latter is an exponential increase with r = 0.390

(0.014)min−1 similar to the blank case and 1.5 times higher than for

the kanamycin case. The initial stage, instead, appears to be

intermediate between the clear coarsening dynamics of the

kanamycin case and the nucleation-dominated constant 〈s〉 of

the blank case. The power law fit returns an exponent d = 0.205

(0.094) which is only about a third than in the kanamycin case.

The drawback of studying the instantaneous average island

magnitude is that we are considering old islands, that have

already had time to grow, together with the smaller ones that
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just nucleated. This potentially confounds islands’ nucleation

with growth. It is therefore instructive to analyze also the size

distribution of the individual islands ρ(s, t),

ρ s, t( ) � ns t( )/N t( ), (3)

where ns(t) is the number of islands with size s and N is the total

number of islands in the field of view at a given time; and its

complementary cumulative distribution function (ccdf)

defined as:

Cρ s, t( ) � ∫∞

s
ρ u, t( ) du. (4)

This is plotted in Figure 4B for successive times as per color

scheme from when the islands first appear (blue) up to 50 min

later (red). We can immediately see that the kanamycin case lacks

islands of size smaller than 0.01 mm2, dominant even for later

times in the other two cases. The small-size end of the

distribution (indicated with a gray line in Figure 4B) is

expected to follow a power law phase, as predicted by the

Callan-Hilliard model (Papon et al., 2006; Gonnella et al.,

2015). This has been reported for Monte Carlo models of self-

propelled hard disks (Levis and Berthier, 2014), experimental

studies of active Janus colloids (van der Linden et al., 2019),

glidingM. xanthus (Peruani et al., 2012) and swarming B. subtilis

monolayer clusters (Zhang et al., 2010). This would imply that,

for sufficiently small sizes, we should expect ρ(s, t) ~ s−a and

therefore Cρ ~ s−a+1. Typical values for a in cluster formation

through MIPS are between 1.7 and 2 (Peruani et al., 2012; Levis

and Berthier, 2014; Redner et al., 2016; Ginot et al., 2018). These

correspond to systems that are assumed to be strictly two-

dimensional and where the total number of particles is

constant. Both of these assumptions need to be relaxed in the

present case. Estimating a from a fit to the first ~5 points in

Figure 4B (the linear region), one recovers a = 1.264 (0.083),

1.076, 1.0389 for the blank, barrier and kanamycin cases

respectively. As the distributions of these exponent are quite

FIGURE 4
Characterization of the size and shape of island formation at the swarming front in absence of stress, in presence of physical barrier and in
presence of kanamycin. (A) Average size of the islands tracked along time within an area of: 5.31 × 5.31 mm2 for blank (in blue), 7 × 14.47 mm2 for
barrier (in red) and 8.8 × 14.97 mm2 for kanamycin (in green). The curves are the average of 20 samples for blank and 5 for barrier and kanamycin. The
gray lines are the result of fitting to Eq. 2. (B)Complementary cumulative distribution of the islands size, Cρ(s,t), for increasing times t ∈ [0, 50]min
every 3 min (from blue to red) (C) Cluster size histogram ρs (s,t) as a function of time, for increasing size s ∈ [10–4, 103] mm2 grouped in 12 bins
logarithmically distributed (from blue to red). (D) Average aspect ratio (ar) of the islands at the swarming front for the three cases studied. (E)
Cumulative distribution of the islands aspect ratio Cρ(ar), for increasing times t ∈ [0, 50] min every 3 min (from blue to red). (F) Cluster aspect ratio
histogram ρar(t) as a function of time, for increasing ar ∈ [0 10] grouped in 24 bins linearly distributed (from blue to red).
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broad (Supplementary Figure S2), for simplicity here we report

only the mean value of the time averages calculated for each

experiment. For the blank case, a matches the value reported for

MIPS in Janus particles (1.25) (van der Linden et al., 2019). In the

other two cases, however, the values appear much closer to the

0.95 (0.05) reported for cluster formation in gliding bacteria

(Peruani et al., 2006; Peruani et al., 2010). In the ccdfs, we can see

that for times larger than 10min, or equally for high cell densities,

there is a tail at the far end of the size range, due to large islands

that appear as a consequence of the increase in cell number. A

similar tail in the distribution ρ has been reported also in gliding

M. xanthus and interpreted there as the emergence of collective

motion, since the tail was absent for immotile bacteria (Peruani

et al., 2012).

Beyond the nucleation and coarsening, merging of different

islands is the final main aspect of their dynamics. This can be

observed best in the island size distribution ρ(s, t). We note that

its definition differs from the traditional definition of cluster size

distribution, where ns is commonly normalized by the total

number of particles, which is a fixed parameter in the system

and therefore follows ρ(s, t) ∝ t−2 (equation 5.13 in (Krapivsky

et al., 2010)). This is not our case since the number of particles

increases over time and experimentally they cannot be counted

within an island. In blank and barrier, we observe that just very

small islands are present for times shorter than ~8 min, and then

bigger islands emerge due to the coarsening of the small ones

giving place to a scenario where new small islands keep

nucleating and the old ones grow and merge. This is more

pronounced for kanamycin since the nucleated islands are

bigger in size and they quickly grow: after 3 min in the

kanamycin case we have sizes that will not appear in the

other two cases until times larger than 10 min. There is as

well a difference in the predominant sizes during the

timelapse. In the kanamycin case, the smallest islands,

corresponding to the nucleating islands, are not the most

abundant size throughout the timelapse since the islands that

nucleate quickly start growing. This contrasts with the other two

cases where the nucleated islands sizes are quite abundant even

for late stages in the timelapse.

So far we described the evolution in size of the islands with

time but not the spatio-temporal dynamics of their evolution in

shape (Figure 4D). This can be characterized by looking at the

aspect ratio of the islands. The average aspect ratio remains

constant at ~ 1.5 for the blank and barrier cases, whereas it has a

non-monotonic dynamics for kanamycin, starting at ~ 1.3 and

reaching ~ 2.5 in the first 20 min. This is due to the fact that the

islands that emerge in presence of kanamycin become elongated

along the direction going from the inoculation point to the

kanamycin disk (perpendicular to the front of the swarm). As

a consequence, they will also merge first along this direction,

increasing even further the aspect ratio of the resulting islands

(Supplementary Video S3). Eventually, the multilayer islands will

start merging across the perpendicular direction, resulting in a

decrease in aspect ratio down to 1.8 around 40 min. Finally, the

perpendicular merging creates a new large rectangular second

layer of bacteria all along the direction parallel to the front of the

swarm and separated from the rest of the swarm by thinner layers

of cells (Supplementary Video S3). This results in the final

increase in aspect ratio (Figure 4D).

Together with the average aspect ratios, also their

distributions and their ccdfs for the three cases (Figures 4E,F)

show a clear difference between the barrier and blank cases on

one hand and the kanamycin case on the other. In the first two

cases the distributions of aspect ratios stay largely identical until

merging, while for the antibiotic the distributions show a clear

movement towards elongated regions of multilayer swarm.

We have shown that swarming B. subtilis transits into a

second layer following a dynamics that bears resemblance to

MIPS. The transition is different in absence and presence of

antibiotics, following a dynamics that resembles spinodal-

decomposition or nucleation-and-growth respectively. It

stands to reason that the origin of this difference should be

found in differences in the microscopic behaviour of the cells in

the different cases. We therefore now turn to the characterisation

of critical microscopic aspects of the cell monolayer during the

different types of island formation.

Monolayer characterization during island
formation

In the search for the origin of the differences observed

between the kanamycin, blank and barrier cases, we

characterized the case-specific behaviour of the swarming

monolayer, as the differences might reflect a fundamentally

distinct behaviour at the microscale. More specifically, we

followed cell speed and surface coverage of the monolayer in

a region between 0.7 cm and 2.7 cm from the kanamycin disk for

a time interval of 1 h after the emergence of the first islands

(0min) (Figure 5A). This region was selected in such a way that

the points nearest to the disk correspond to the monolayer that

gives rise to nucleation and growth of the front in presence of

kanamycin, while the other side belongs to the region of the

monolayer where we observe the spinodal-like decomposition.

At the earliest time point, the swarm was still expanding and was

still at a distance of 1.7 cm from the disk. Approximately 30 min

later, the velocity decreased in the interior of the swarm. This is in

agreement with (Jeckel et al., 2019), which characterized the cell

velocity in different regions of a B. subtilis swarm and reported

that the highest velocities are close to the advancing front.

Approximately 15 min before the first island formation was

observed, the front reached a position 0.7 cm away from the

kanamycin disk. At this point, the speed of the front had

decreased to approximately a third of the one measured

between 60 min and 30 min before island formation. This

reduction in speed is accompanied by a ~ 14% increase of the
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surface coverage of the monolayer from 0.583 (0.001) to 0.666

(0.001). It is well known that an increase in cell density usually

leads to an increase in cell speed due to the emergence of

collective motion, here in the form of cell rafts (Be’er and

Ariel, 2019; Zhang et al., 2010). The fact that we observe a

decrease in average speed despite the increase in concentration

suggests that kanamycin slows down the cells at the swarming

front, in line with previous reports (Benisty et al., 2015). By the

time the islands appear (0 min), the front is completely immotile

and densely packed [surface coverage 0.791 (0.004)]. A similar

effect of kanamycin exposure can be observed even at 1.7 cm

from the disk, where we estimate the kanamycin concentration to

be below the MIC (Figure 6A in (Grobas et al., 2021)). Here, in

the last 15 min, bacteria reduce their speed from 15.91 (0.11) μm/

s to 5.57 (0.08) μm/s while increasing the local surface coverage

from 0.697 (0.001) to 0.789 (0.004). In contrast, at a distance of

2.7 cm from the disk, a moderate increase in surface coverage

from 0.567 (0.001) to 0.640 (0.001) in the last 15 min is

accompanied by a ~ 35% increase in speed from 13.92

(0.10) μm/s to 18.92 (0.14) μm/s. These results indicate that

the regions closer and farther from the kanamycin disk enter

the island-formation phase through two distinct routes: a higher-

density/low motility route for the former; a lower-density/high-

motility route for the latter. Two different routes to buckling of a

cell monolayer have been recently reported in Pseudomonas

aeruginosa, where buckling can happen either through an

elastic instability (Euler-buckling) caused by an increase in

cell density in absence of motility, or through rate-dependent

out of plane transitions when active motion exists (Takatori and

Mandadapu, 2020). In the present case, in contrast, motility in

the high-density kanamycin case is still playing a fundamental

role in the transition from mono-to multi-layer. This may be

explained by the fact that this transition happens in a region that

is close to but not corresponding with the band of immotile cells

next to the kanamycin disk (Supplementary Video S4).

FIGURE 5
Speed and surface coverage characterization duringmultilayer formation. (A)Cell speed at 0.7, 1.7 and 2.7 cm away from the kanamycin disk for
a time interval of 1 h before the initial formation of the islands (0 min corresponds to island formation). For reference, in our kanamycin experiments
the islands form within a band that goes from ~1.7 cm from the disk to just before the region where cells are immotile. The colorscale shows the
surface coverage. (B) Phase diagram showing the Peclet number vs. the surface coverage of the system. The lines show the trajectories that the
swarm follows in the phase space to form the islands. (C)Monolayer Peclet number and surface coverage while coexisting with the multilayer. The
gray area shows the region where MIPS occur according to the numerical simulations for disks in (van Damme et al., 2019).

FIGURE 6
Fluorescent beads show that the waves create a net flow of
bacteria moving towards the kanamycin disk. (A) Brightfield
intensity profile of the swarm for 2.8, 4.3, 5.9 and 11.2 h after island
formation. The drops in the pixel intensity correspond to high
density regions. From the kanamycin disk, the profile shows a small
drop corresponding to the halted front, then two drops for two
different timepoints corresponding to the 1 mm distance that the
1st wave travels and finally the two last drops corresponding to the
3.7 mm travelled by the 2nd wave. (B) Fluorescent beads
inoculated at three different points from the bacteria inoculation
point (at the left of the image) to the kanamycin disk (at the right of
the image). The fluorescent beads on the left were inoculated
15 mm away from the bacteria inoculum and the three points are
equally spaced by 10 mm. The inoculum on the right is
approximately 5 mm from the disk. The image corresponds to the
start of island formation. (C) Distribution of fluorescent beads after
~13.5 h, when the waves had already passed through all the points.
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To test the extent to which the phenomenology observed here

is compatible with the MIPS picture, we characterized the

swarming states through their surface coverage and rotational

Péclet number (calculated as described in (Grobas et al., 2021))

and followed their dependence in time until the islands were first

seen in the field of view. Figure 5B shows the trajectories in

parameter space corresponding to the evolution of the blank,

barrier and kanamycin cases.

These two parameters are strongly dependent on where the

data is acquired within the swarm. For example, to avoid the

effect of a physical barrier that could be induced by the

boundaries of the petri dish itself, we acquired the data in the

blank case very close to the centre. This region is known to

include clusters of immotile cells and low motility rafts (Jeckel

et al., 2019; Worlitzer et al., 2022b), making the average speed in

the field of view very low. The trajectories show that in both the

blank and barrier cases what changes in the process of island

creation is mostly the concentration of the monolayer, with only

a minimal variation in motility with respect to the initial values.

Figure 5C shows the phase-space parameters of the monolayer

coexisting with the stable second layer. It is notable that, in the

barrier case, the monolayer coexisting with the islands has a

distinctly higher speed with respect to the other two cases. This

might result from a combination of two factors. On one side the

barrier forces the cells to accumulate at a premature state,

different from when they naturally accumulate; on the other

the small meniscus created by the presence of a physical barrier

allows the cells to move faster (Kantsler et al., 2020). As seen in

Figure 5A, in the blank case the second layer emerges with a

lower surface coverage than in the kanamycin case. This suggests

that the reduced speed due to kanamycin exposure, which would

hinder the emergence of multilayer islands, is compensated by

the increase in cell concentration due to the arrest of front

propagation.

Differences in the dynamical properties of the monolayer

while in coexistence with the multi-layer regions may not come

only from the average cell velocity but also from higher moments

of the velocity distribution. For example, continuum models of

MIPS predict that the kurtosis of the velocity components should

increase in a dense phase due to bacteria clustering, as opposed to

a lower kurtosis in the diluted phase during spinodal

decomposition (Worlitzer et al., 2021).

To compare our system to this model, we characterised the

skewness and kurtosis of the x component of the velocities for the

monolayer when coexisting with the second layer

(Supplementary Figure S3). The skewness, which is commonly

used to quantify the asymmetry of a distribution, is < 0 for the x

component of the velocity vx in the blank case (Supplementary

Figure S3A). The kurtosis of the velocity component

(Supplementary Figure S3B) is much higher than 3, the value

expected for a monolayer swarm in absence of stress (Benisty

et al., 2015). Remarkably, the value of kurtosis spikes for the

blank case, in agreement with the description of anomalous

statistics in continuum models of MIPS for spinodal

decomposition (Worlitzer et al., 2021). The kurtosis in the

kanamycin case is also double the one expected for a

monolayered swarm in absence of stress but still in agreement

with the anomalous kurtosis reported for monolayered swarms of

B. subtilis in presence of sub-lethal concentrations of kanamycin

(Benisty et al., 2015). In the barrier case, the kurtosis seems quite

similar to the monolayered swarm, demonstrating that the

monolayer does not change significantly while coexisting with

the islands.

In conclusion, the characterization of the monolayer

demonstrates that in absence of stress, the swarm dynamics

do not change significantly and the monolayer seems to

behave like a diluted fluid. In contrast, in presence of

kanamycin, the monolayer forms a packed state where cell-to-

cell forces might have a greater contribution.

Waves of bacteria resulting from island
formation expand further into the
kanamycin gradient

Previous simulations of mixtures of active and passive

particles have demonstrated the emergence of travelling waves

of particles during phase separation (Stenhammar et al., 2015;

Agrawal et al., 2017). Such a mixture can be found in our

kanamycin experiment where highly motile cells and slow

moving cells coexist. Therefore, we wondered if bacterial

swams approaching to kanamycin disk can develop travelling

waves. To test this conjecture, we examined the time evolution of

swarming colony after the nucleation of the islands formed a

confluent layer.

The multilayers at the front in the kanamycin case has a

limited width: it occupies a band approximately ~ 0.5 cm wide,

followed by a single layer of width ~ 1 cm towards the interior of

the swarm (Figures 3– fig. sup. 3 in (Grobas et al., 2021)). This

creates a natural gap in cell density across the swarm since the

multilayer formed by nucleation and growth happens in a

restricted region, isolated from the multilayer that naturally

emerges in the interior of the swarm (Supplementary Video

S3). This gap was maintained for at least 80 min after the islands

emerged. During this time, we observed the nucleation and

merging of islands for up to 4 layers before we lost the ability

to recognize further transitions due to a flattening of the image

contrast.

Following this multilayering over 4 layers, the localized

multilayer forms a wave that moves towards the higher

kanamycin concentration region (Figure 6). The expansion

dynamics of the swarm layers was tracked via the intensity

profile of brightfield images during a time lapse observation of

the formation of multilayers at 30°C (Figure 6A). While the

mechanism used by the multilayer to move forwards is currently

unknown, we speculate that the second layer spreads following a
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mechanism involving the secretion of surfactin by individual

cells, in a manner similar to the expansion of the first swarm layer

(Ke et al., 2015; Srinivasan et al., 2019).

This 1st wave appears as a very dark thick line in the field of

view due to multiple layers of cells. The wave first emerged at

10.8 mm from the kanamycin disk and then it travelled forward a

total distance of 1 mm in 1.5 h to finally stop probably due to the

presence of kanamycin. After that, the multilayer transition at the

interior of the swarm created a 2nd wave. The 2nd wave started at

18.9 mm from the disk and travelled 3.7 mm in 5.3 h towards the

kanamycin disk. The expansion speeds of the first and second

waves, ~ 0.67 mm/h and 0.70 mm/h respectively, were

comparable. However, the 2nd wave traveled for a much

longer distance (3.74 cm) than the 1st wave which traveled for

0.98 cm. This difference in travel distance may be due to the

lower concentration of antibiotic that the 2nd wave faces with

respect to the 1st wave (Figure 6A in (Grobas et al., 2021)). This

result indicates that the emergence of multilayered swarms was

indeed accompanied by the formation of travelling waves. This

phenomenon resembles the travelling waves predicted by

simulations studying phase separation in non reciprocally

interacting active particles (Saha et al., 2020; You et al., 2020).

To check whether there is any net transport of cells towards

the antibiotic, we inoculated fluorescent beads at three different

points in the trajectory of these waves (Figures 6B,C,

Supplementary Video S5). The three points were separated by

1 cm from each other and they were placed in such a way that the

left inoculum was just behind the point where the 2nd wave

appears while the middle inoculum was just by the 1st wave. The

third inoculum on the right acts as a control to test the net

transport of beads in absence of these waves. As a result of the

waves (Figure 6C), the beads were displaced towards the

kanamycin disk. From that moment until the front halts, ~ 1h

later, the video showed dragging of passive particles (fluorescent

beads) towards the swarming front. This effect is probably the

origin itself of the islands created by nucleation and growth:

bacteria from the inner part of the swarm are spreading outwards

and the front is not moving which creates a net increase in cell

density that gives rise to the islands.

Altogether the waves we observe allow the colony to expand

into a region that was precluded to the initial expansion of the

monolayer swarm. These waves of bacteria resemble the active

waves happening inmixtures of particles during phase separation

into dense and dilute phases (Stenhammar et al., 2015; Agrawal

et al., 2017; Saha et al., 2020; You et al., 2020).

Discussion

In this study we describe how monolayer bacterial swarms can

develop multiple layers through a mechanism resembling a first

order phase transition. In absence of antibiotic stress, the swarm

generates small islands that emerge suddenly to form a new layer, in

a manner similar to a spinodal decomposition. In presence of stress,

such as a gradient of antibiotics, the swarm creates nuclei of a well-

defined initial size that coarsen with time, reminiscent of nucleation

and growth. During their growth, the islands close to the antibiotic

patch become elongated towards the outer side of the colony.

Although the macroscopic description of how these islands

evolve with time matches with some of the quantitative aspects

reported for motility-induced cluster formation in active colloids,

gliding bacteria and even swarming monolayers, we observed that

the traditional models of MIPS failed to fully account for some

quantitative properties of our system. For example, by MIPS, the

characteristic wavelength of a phase transition with a constant

number of particles is expected to increase as a power law over

time. However, we observed that the characteristic wavelengths do

not increase but rather decrease. This may be due to the constant

creation of nuclei as a result of increase in cell density. Furthermore,

in the models of MIPS using 2D repulsive active Brownian particles,

the binodal decomposition happens at low density (high speed)

(Speck et al., 2014), which appears different from swarming bacteria

that we report here. There are at least two key differences between

these models and our system: namely, aspect ratio and

dimensionality. Particle aspect ratio induces effective torques in

particle-particle interactions which has been shown to induce

alignment and reducing the MIPS coexistence region (van

Damme et al., 2019; Großmann et al., 2020). Unlike the other

models, our system is not completely confined to be a monolayer. In

fact, we have reported in the past that collisions between sufficiently

large rafts can temporarily lead to the extrusion of parts of cells out

of themonolayer (Grobas et al., 2021). The islands discussed here are

regions of the swarm that have thickened in the transversal direction.

As viewed from a 2D projection, this amounts to particles being able

to overlap. Particle overlaps have been shown recently to be

important in determining the pair correlation function and

therefore qualitative aspects of the phase behaviour of a system

of self-propelled (elongated) particles (Großmann et al., 2020). In

bacterial swarms, cell replication could also have an effect in how the

phase separation happens. Numerical models implementing birth

and death are emerging to study self-organization among motile

bacteria (Grafke et al., 2017; Li and Cates, 2020). Further

development of these models can provide a better

characterization of the described phase separation and

presumably reveal novel phenomena that could have biomedical

or industrial implications for other active matter systems with

increasing number of particles. The quantification of swarming

colony in this study could complement such models of phase

transitions where the number of particles is not constant (Cates

et al., 2010; Li and Cates, 2020).

In absence of stress, the emergence of islands is not stochastic

throughout the field of view Supplementary Figure S1. Instead,

islands appear at specific sites. Numerical simulations of self-

propelled particles have shown that this could be due to the

presence of obstacles that promote cluster formation (Aceves-

Sanchez et al., 2020).
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In presence of kanamycin, we link this localized phase transition

with the development of waves of bacteria that carry cells in the

swarm towards the regions of higher concentration of antibiotic, to a

greater extent than the monolayer. This could give swarmers an

advantage at conquering new territories and it could inspire new

technologies using bacteria to transport particles or drugs for novel

therapies. This phenomenon has been reported in systems of

nonreciprocally interacting colloids (Stenhammar et al., 2015;

Agrawal et al., 2017; Saha et al., 2020; You et al., 2020) which

brings the opportunity to further exploit this transport mechanism

in bacteria.

Methods

Kanamycin gradient assay

−80°C glycerol stock of B. subtilis NCIB3610 wild-type strain

(WT) was streaked on a lysogeny-broth (LB) 1.5% agar plate and

grown overnight at 37°C. A single colony was picked from this plate

and cultured in 1 ml of liquid LB for 3 h at 37°C with aeration at

200 rpm. A 4 μl inoculum from this culture was placed in the center

of a LB 0.5% agar plate supplemented with a glycerol ranging from

1 to 3% and 0.1 mMMnSO4 (LBGM (Shemesh and Chai, 2013)) to

promote biofilm formation. A kanamycin diffusive disk (OxoidTM

30 μg) was placed on a side of the plate 24 h before inoculation to

allow the antibiotic to diffuse at room temperature. The distance

between the inoculum and the kanamycin disk was approximately

3.2 cm.

Physical barrier

A 3% agarose solution in water was autoclaved and then

poured in a Petri dish. Once it solidified, a rectangular region

(6 cm × 1 cm) was cut out to make a barrier object. The agar

block was placed on a molten swarming liquid LBGM (0.5%

agar). After the system solidified, bacterial cells were inoculated

in the centre of the plate. Different barriers and barrier

geometries were tried. For example, another common barrier

was the stick of an inoculation loop placed as the agarose

barrier. We also tried putting two of these sticks forming a

triangular shape. Finally, a small petri dish with a whole in it

was used for a circular confinement. All the confinements gave

similar results. Videos of the formation of islands were recorded

under 2x (Nikon Plan 2x UW, NA 0.06) in a Nikon Eclipse

Ti2 microscope.

Islands geometry

To characterise the islands size and shape, time-lapses of islands

formation in presence and absence of kanamycin and with a physical

barrier were recorded. The period of acquisition was nearly 2 h with

an interframe time of 1 min. The first frame (just before the islands

appeared) was subtracted to the time-lapse and then a Gaussian filter

was applied to remove noise. To create a wide region to track the

evolution of the islands, we stitched several field of views with the

“Grid/Collection stitching” plugin (Preibisch et al., 2009) in Fiji

(Schindelin et al., 2012). Depending on the microscope and image

quality, the resulting stitched image showed differences in

background pixel intensity across the different stitched images. To

homogenize the background in the field of view, a bandpass filter was

used. When this pre-processing was insufficient to obtain good

quality thresholded island, which was the case in the barrier and

blank conditions, ilastik (Berg et al., 2019), a machine-learning based

software, was used. The features relevant to distinguish the islands

from the background were chosen as follow: Maximum Object per

Merger = 1, Division Weight = 100, Transition Weight = 15,

Appearance Cost = 1, Disappearance Cost = 500, Border Width =

10, Transition Neighbourhood = 2, Frames per Split = 0 and solver =

ILP. The output was a layer of probabilities that can be thresholded to

create a binary image. This binary timelapse was read by Matlab and

the islands below a threshold size were discarded away, to remove

spurious noise from the videos. Finally, the islands sizes were

measured by using the command ‘regionprops’ in Matlab. To

determine the aspect ratio, we used the same command to obtain

the ‘MajorAxisLength’ and ‘MinorAxisLength’ properties. The ratio

between the major and minor axis lengths was defined as the aspect

ratio of the islands.

The size of the stitched field of view for the blank, barrier and

kanamycin were respectively: 5.31 × 5.31, 7 × 14.47 and 8.8 ×

14.97 mm2. The experiments in the blank and barrier cases were

acquired using 2x (Nikon Plan 2x UW, NA 0.06), 2x (Nikon Apo

Lambda 2x UW, NA 0.1) and 2.5x (Leica 2.5x N PLAN, NA 0.07)

lenses in two different microscopes: Nikon Eclipse Ti2 and Leica

DMi8. The experiments were repeated a total of 7 times for the

blank case, 5 times for the barrier and kanamycin cases. More

replicates were made in all cases where the common features

could be observed but there were not used for the analysis due to

the lack of sufficient time resolution. As the size of the acquisition

region for the blank case was around 5 times larger than the ROI

used for the analysis, from each of the experiments we used more

than a single region for the analysis giving a total of 20 samples.

These 20 samples were averaged and their standard error was

calculated, as for the barrier and kanamycin cases. To average the

samples, we aligned them by calculating the second derivative of

the size evolution and matching the maxima of this magnitude

for the different experiments. The first 13 points and 11 points of

the barrier and kanamycin respectively, were fitted to an

exponential as < s> � Aet/t0 , where < s> is the average value

of the sizes, A is a constant, t is the time and t0 is the characteristic

time of the system. The blank case could not be fitted to this

function. The linear regime in the log-log plot was fitted to a

power law of the form < s> � atb, where a and b are the

parameters of the fit. A total of 10 points starting from the
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third were fitted for the barrier and 19 points starting from the

10th were fitted for kanamycin.

Calculation of the complementary
cumulative distribution functions, the size
histograms and the cluster size
distributions

From the thresholded timelapses, the ccdfs were calculated

using the ‘cdfcalc’ function in Matlab. To obtain the cluster size

distribution ρ(s, t) the sizes were grouped in 12 bins, distributed

logarithmically using the function “logspace” going from 10–4 to

103, roughly the minimum and maximum sizes achievable by the

islands in mm2. The number of counts in each bin were

normalized by the total amount of counts. For the aspect

ratios, a similar protocol was followed with the only difference

that the bins were distributed linearly, from 0 to 10.

The first 5 points of the ccdf (considered in general the linear

region in a log-log scale) were fitted to a power law of the form csα. To

calculate the distributions of the exponent α, the values outside an

interval of 4 standard deviations from the mean were discarded. The

fits with R2 < 0.9 were discarded from analysis. Finally, we attempted

to fit the cluster size distributions to:

ρs � A
x/t( )v s−1( )

1 + x/t( )w s+1( ) (5)

as derived in (Krapivsky et al., 2010) and used in (van der Linden

et al., 2019), which in our case did not fit our distributions.

Estimation of the nucleation rate

The number of islands that nucleate was calculated as the total

number of islands whose size was below the median of the size

distribution at a given time point. The number of islands resulting

from this output was divided by the available area that they have to

appear in the field of view, i. e. the entire area minus the area

occupied by the islands in the previous frame. The resulting curves

for nucleation were the result of the average of 20 curves for the

blank, 5 for the barrier and kan. The curves were aligned so the

peaks of the nucleation matched across experiments.

To fit the functions we used an exponential fit for the blank

and barrier cases. For kanamycin, the increase in nucleation was

fitted to two linear increases with different slope and the decrease

to another linear fit.

Structure factors

To characterize the wavelengths in the system, we calculated the

Fourier transforms in the x and y directions. To do so, first the axes

in the frequency domain were calculated and centered in 0. Then,

the 2D Fourier transform of the image is calculated using “fft2” in

Matlab and then centered using “fftshift”. From here, the sum of the

real and imaginary components to the square is calculated resulting

in a 2D matrix. To calculate the static structure factor for each

component, we added all the values of this 2D matrix in the y

direction to calculate the component x of the structure factor andwe

added the values in the x direction to obtain the y component. This

process was repeated for each image in the timelapse so then the

evolution of the structure factor over time can be calculated. The

structure factor was then fitted to a sum of two Gaussian functions

using the “gaus2” fitting in Matlab. The characteristic wavelength

was obtained as the inverse of the wavector at the peak of one of the

gaussians. The wavelength from the other Gaussian was discarded

since its value was physically unrealistic. Amore simple fit to a single

Gaussian was also tried but since the structure factor’s maximum is

at wavenumber 0, the Gaussian would fit around this peak instead of

the characteristic wavelength. To calculate the distribution of the

wavelengths, the values greater than 3 mm were discarded, since

they corresponded to wrong fits that did not fit any data set. The

width σ of the structure factor was obtained from the Gaussian fit as

the parameter “c” from the “gauss2” function in Matlab.

To rescale the structure factors, the calculated frequency axis

was divided by the wavenumber at the peak of the Gaussian fit.

Equally, each component of the structure factor was divided by

the value at the peak of the Gaussian fit.

Fast time-scale dynamics of islands in the
blank case

A 2min timelapse of the islands was recorded with an

interframe time of 0.5 s. A time average of this video was

calculated using Fiji/ImageJ by using “z project → average”. In

the same way, the standard deviation of the timelapse was also

calculated and both projections were combined by using “Color→
Merge Channels”, setting the standard deviation as the red channel.

Following this, the video was filtered and thresholded using

ilastik. Then, the islands were tracked over time as explained in

section “Islands geometry” with slight changes in the parameters

to obtain the best possible tracks. Since these islands are quickly

changing, the tracking software detected a high amount of islands

lasting just a single or two frames. This was not observed when

looking at Supplementary Video S6 by eye so we decided to

consider lifetimes longer than two frames (1 s). After the tracks

were filtered, a histogram was calculated by normalizing by the

probability of each lifetime setting the binwidth as 1 s.

Motility and cell density of the monolayer

Timelapses of the monolayer were recorded with a 40x

objective (Nikon 40x LWD, NA 0.55) at 37°C. Cell motility

was measured by adapting a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
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code written in Matlab (Sveen, 2004). The surface coverage was

measured by thresholding the images and dividing the area

covered by bacteria by the total area of our field of view. The

threshold was set by using the command ‘imbinarize’ in Matlab

and adapting the sensitivity of its threshold to account for the

best estimate of cells in the field of view.

Tracking of bacterial waves with timelapse
microscopy and fluorescent beads

To track the movement of the waves across the swarm, a line

of thickness 15 was drawn with Fiji/ImageJ and the intensity

profile in the brightfield channel was measured for a region going

from the kanamycin disk to 17 mm into the swarm. A

measurement of this profile was taken for the following

events: when the 1st wave appears at t = 2.8 h, when the 1st

wave halts at t = 4.3 h, when the 2nd wave starts at t = 5.9 h and

finally when the 2nd wave halts at t = 11.2 h.

To characterize the transport of the waves, FluoSpheres™
(Carboxylate-Modified Microspheres, F8823) were inoculated in

three different points 1, 2 and 3 cm away from the inoculum. In

this case, the images were acquired along time for different

positions within the colony with the 2x (Nikon Plan 2x UW,

NA 0.06) magnification objective. The motion of beads was

tracked in these three positions over time for a total period of

approximately 13.5 h, acquiring frames every 3.6 min.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S1
Short time-scale characterization of islands appearance in absence of
kanamycin. (A) Image average and standard deviation (in red) of a
2 min timelapse showing that islands have preferred sites to appear.
The white arrows show some examples of the islands in the field of
view. (B) Histogram of the islands lifetime. The lifetime was measured
as the time interval from island appearance until disappearance
during a 2 min timelapse of images taken every 0.5 s. The bin width of
the histogram is 1 s. This is remarkably different to what happens in
presence of kan. In this case, once the island nucleates, it remains
there for the whole timelapse and disappearance events are very
rarely observed (Supplementary Video S7). The nucleated islands
show instead big fluctuations in the boundaries.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S2
Power law exponent α distributions and evolution with time for the
complementary cumulative distributions in Figure 4. The first points of
the ccdfs were fitted to a power law of the form csα. The main lines
indicate the mean of the distribution and the small ones -or the shades-
indicate the standard deviation of the mean.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S3
Skewness and kurtosis of the x component of velocity for the blank,
barrier and kanamycin. (A) Skewness of the x component vx of velocities
calculated for the blank, barrier and kanamycin. (B) Kurtosis of the x
component vx and modulus v of velocities. The long horizontal bars
represent the mean of the distribution and the upper and lower short
bars represent the standard deviation.
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